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Pupil Workbook
Use this Work book to capture your information about churches
Draw a Church

In the box opposite, there is a plan view of a
church can you label the following
Nave
Chancel
Transept
Crossing tower
Porch
Side-aisle
Rood Screen
Altar
See if you can indicate North South East
and West on your drawing
Now see if you can answer the following...

Who would have stood in the Nave of the
church?
What do we call the raised platform that a
priest might use when reading to the congregation?
What is usually found in the chancel?
What do we call the wooden partition used
to divide the nave from the chancel?
What do we call a large circular window
set high in the end wall of a church?
What do we call the pointed part of a tower
What is the name given to the additional
spaces often seen at the sides of the Nave

Bird’s Eye View
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Use this part of your book to record details of what you see on your visit
What can I see?

Windows

Look at the outside of the church.
What shape are the windows?
Look closely at the glass in them, are the
pieces large or small?
Is the window a single large opening or is
it made up of smaller parts joined?

Try drawing a sketch of one of the windows

Does the Church have a tower?

Does the church have a square tower?
Is it a crossing tower or is it at the end of
the building
Does it have a spire?
Does it have a dome?

Try to draw it opposite putting in a much
detail as to can

Draw it here
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Draw it here

Where is the pulpit?
Is it in the nave or in the chancel?
Estimate how tall it is.
Why do you think priests used a pulpit to
preach from.

Draw the Pulpit in the box opposite

Find the Font

Where is the font?
Is it in the nave or in the chancel?
Why do you think it is located where it is

Draw the font in the box opposite

Draw it here

